
Juicy Apple

Like biting into a crisp, 
delicious apple straight from 
the orchard.

   1833 2033 0633

Citrus Splash

A refreshing blend of 
grapefruit, lemon, lime 
and a hint of orange.

  1872 2072 0672

Fresh Linen

Wrap yourself in the scent of 
freshly cleaned linens dried in 
the warm summer sun.  Like a 
billowing breeze, this scent is 
fresh, clean and crisp.  

   1825 2025 0625

Hot Apple Pie

An American tradition with 
ripe apples and a hint of 
cinnamon — one of our most 
popular fragrances.

  1832 2032 0632

Vanilla
Fragrant vanilla beans blended
with a hint of bourbon soaked
cedarwood, sweet spun sugar
and a dash of aromatic spice.

  1868 2068 0668

Sweet Pea

refreshing with hints of 
jasmine, violet and lily of the 
valley on a background of 
velvet musk.

  1849 2049 0649

Bean

2                                          

Rose Water

$28      $20   $20    $15

Day at the Beach

A sweet garden rose with a 
citrus undertone.  Notes of 
geranium and violet are 
revealed, while rosewood and
lemongrass lightly ground 
this beautiful scent. 

�is fragrance will take you
right to your favorite beach 
with memories of the beautiful
mix of spicy vanilla, exotic 
�orals and a touch of citrus.
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16oz  Jar        8oz  Jar         16oz             6oz
                                             Wax Chips    Spray 

Our soy blend wax candles and melts combine
creamy smooth wax with rich colors, and the
�nest fragrance oils.   

Hand poured
in the USA.   

Our proprietary soy wax blend holds a
high fragrance load providing a stronger, 
cleaner cold and warm throw. 

POURED
IN THE

USA

SOY
BLEND
WAX

HIGH
FRAGRANCE

LOAD
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Orange Vanilla
Clove
A traditional fresh orange 
scent with a touch of vanilla 
and clove to make this warm 
and delicious.

Lavender Vanilla
Turn your home into a 
mesmerizing spa with the ideal 
mixture of lavender, jasmine 
and vanilla.  Sit back and 
de-stress!

Cinnamon Cider

Like a delicious glass of fresh 
apple cider with a touch of 
cinnamon stick.

Infuse your day with the rich 
blend of hazelnut, vanilla and 
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Eucalyptus Mint
A refreshing scent of fresh
mint and crisp eucalyptus,
with hints of bright citrus
and herbs for an invigorating
clean scent.

Leather
Leather smells just like when
you purchase a new car with
leather seats or sit on a plush
leather chair, or conjure
visions of motorcycle jacket
fringe or a cowboy saddle.

$28      $20   $20    $15

Our soy blend wax candles and melts combine
creamy smooth wax with rich colors, and the
�nest fragrance oils.   

Hand poured
in the USA.   

Our proprietary soy wax blend holds a
high fragrance load providing a stronger, 
cleaner cold and warm throw. 
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Fall Festival
Friends, family and fun will
be brought to mind when you
smell this warm and inviting
fragrance that blends apples,
spices, pumpkin and clove.

Lemon Drop
Cheerful and sunny, the lemon
and sugar mixture is sure to
bring a smile to your face.

Butterscotch
Brulee
So yummy you’ll be reaching
for a spoon - a scent just like 
butterscotch pudding.

Welcome Home
A heartwarming blend of 
cinnamon, plums and hints
of �oral.

$23   $15    $19    $13

16oz  Jar        8oz  Jar         16oz             6oz
                                             Wax Chips    Spray 
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Brushed Chrome
Plug-in Warmer
#1142
$20.00

$20.00

$35.00

$45.00

$30.00
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Brushed Chrome
Plug-in Warmer
#1142
$20.00

$20.00

$35.00

$45.00

$30.00

Bronze Geometric
2-in-1 Electric Warmer
#1257
$30.00

Whitewashed Bronze
2-in-1 Electric Warmer

#1231
$30.00

Soft Mint
Fragrance Warmer

#1222
$30.00

White Hobnail
Fragrance Warmer
#1150
$20.00

White Hobnail
Fragrance Warmer

Gift Set
#1079

$35.00

Smokey Hobnail Vintage 
Fragrance Warmer

#1218
$40.00

Jasmine
Plug-in Warmer
#1138
$20.00




